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Abstract
Computed Tomography (CT) takes X-ray measurements on the subjects to recon-
struct tomographic images. As X-ray is radioactive, it is desirable to control the
total amount of dose of X-ray for safety concerns. Therefore, we can only select a
limited number of measurement angles and assign each of them limited amount of
dose. Traditional methods such as compressed sensing usually randomly select the
angles and equally distribute the allowed dose on them. In most CT reconstruction
models, the emphasize is on designing effective image representations, while much
less emphasize is on improving the scanning strategy. The simple scanning strategy
of random angle selection and equal dose distribution performs well in general, but
they may not be ideal for each individual subject. It is more desirable to design
a personalized scanning strategy for each subject to obtain better reconstruction
result. In this paper, we propose to use Reinforcement Learning (RL) to learn
a personalized scanning policy to select the angles and the dose at each chosen
angle for each individual subject. We first formulate the CT scanning process as an
MDP, and then use modern deep RL methods to solve it. The learned personalized
scanning strategy not only leads to better reconstruction results, but also shows
strong generalization to be combined with different reconstruction algorithms.
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1 Introduction
X-ray based computed tomography (CT) is a medical imaging procedure that reconstructs tomographic
images by taking X-ray measurements from different angles. To obtain high-quality reconstructions,
in early reconstruction algorithms such as FBP [1] and ART [2], a number of different angles need
to be measured. However, since X-ray is radioactive, the total dose of X-ray needs to be restricted
in the scanning process, and thus we need to either decrease the X-ray intensity at each chosen
angle, or to reduce the total number of angles taken. Decreasing X-ray intensity in each angle
will result in more noisy measurements, while fewer angles will reduce the information we need
for a high-quality reconstruction. This causes great challenge in designing efficient and effective
reconstruction algorithms.
Compressed sensing [3] resolves the issue to a certain extend. According to the theory of compressed
sensing, if an image has a sparse property after certain transformations (e.g., wavelet transform), then
it can be robustly reconstructed with a reduced number of random measurements by solving an l1-
minimization problem when the measurements and the transformation satisfy the D-RIP condition [4].
We can use the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [5, 6, 7] or primal-dual hybrid
gradient method (PDHG) [8, 9, 10] to solve this l1-minimization problem to obtain a reconstructed
image.
In the literature of CT image reconstruction or image restoration in general, people are focused on
designing effective regularizations, which includes the total variation (TV) [11], nonlocal means [12],
BM3D [13], WNNM [14], wavelets and wavelet frame models [15, 16, 17], K-SVD [18], data-driven
(tight) frame [19, 20], low dimensional manifold method (LDMM) [21], etc. More recently, the rapid
development of machine learning, especially deep learning, has lead to a paradigm shift of modeling
and algorithmic design in computer vision and medical imaging [22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. Deep learning
based models are able to leverage large image datasets to learn better image representations and
produce better image reconstruction results than traditional methods [27, 28, 29, 30, 31].
In most CT reconstruction models, the emphasize is on designing effective image representation,
while much less emphasize is on improving the scanning strategy. In compressed sensing, the
scanning strategy is entirely random [32, 4], i.e., the measurement angles are selected randomly and
the dose are allocated uniformly across the angles. In general, such a random scanning strategy, i.e.,
random angle selection and uniform dose allocation, performs well in practice. However, for each
individual subject, this random scanning strategy may not be ideal. It is more desirable to design
a personalized scanning strategy for each subject to achieve better reconstruction results. Our key
observation is that the measurements collected in the early stage during the scanning process can be
used to guide the later scanning.
Despite the potential improvement of a personalized scanning strategy for each individual subject,
it is very difficult to handcraft such a strategy by a human expert. This is where machine learning
can help. The personalized scanning strategy can be learned using either active learning [33] or
Reinforcement Learning (RL) [34]. In this paper, we propose to use reinforcement learning to learn
such a personalized scanning strategy for each subject. The reason we choose RL over active learning
is that RL is non-greedy and naturally guarantees the long-term reconstruction quality. We formulate
the CT scanning process as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), where the state includes currently
collected measurements, the action determines the next measurement angle and the dose usage, and
the reward depends on the reconstruction quality. We further use modern Deep RL algorithms to solve
it. We show in the experiments that the personalized scanning policy learned by RL significantly
outperforms the random scanning strategy in terms of the reconstruction quality, and can generalize
to be combined with different reconstruction algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to use Deep RL to learn a personalized CT scanning strategy.
1.1 Related works
For compressed sensing, there have been two primary categories of scanning strategies: static and
dynamic. Static scanning strategy refers to the method which collects measurements in a fixed
order. Low-discrepancy sampling [35] and uniformly spaced sparse sampling methods [36] are two
examples of static scanning strategy. Non-uniform static scanning strategy based on the model of
the subject to be scanned is proposed in [37, 38]. However, because the order of measurements is
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predetermined, static scanning strategy is not flexible for different subjects and may lead to poor
results for some of them.
Dynamic scanning strategy refers to the methods which collect measurement adaptively based on
information obtained from previous measurements. One traditional method tries to find the most
suitable measurements which can minimize the entropy to decrease uncertainty of images, such as
BCS [39, 40]. Similarly, other methods [41, 42, 43] use the information gain at each additional scan
to guide the selection of the next measurement. However, these methods are typically greedy methods
in nature, have many hyperparameters to be properly tuned, and are slow during inference as they
either need to take inverse of large matrices, or to run the reconstruction algorithm for many times
when determining the best next angel. More recently, deep neural networks are used to estimate the
expected reduction in distortion (ERD) in the reconstructed image when an additional measurement
is selected [44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49]. However, for the estimate of ERD to be accurate, it requires a
large number of measurements in training.
All the above methods are not specific to CT scanning. They are greedy in nature and do not provide
a strategy for dose allocation. In contrast, RL is able to generate a non-greedy policy that aims at
maximizing long-term rewards. Furthermore, the setting of RL is flexible enough to handle both
angle selection and dose allocation, and even more decision options during scanning. Therefore, in
this paper we use RL to design a scanning policy that acts optimally on each individual subject. In
Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM), a recent work by [50] proposes to use RL to
guide the movement of the detector and uses a generator to generate reconstructed images. However,
since the image modality is drastically different from CT, the proposed MDP (especially the state,
action and architecture of the policy network) is vastly different from what is proposed in this paper.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 CT Reconstruction
Let f ∈ Rn denote the discretised image of a subject, with n being the number of pixels. The
scanning process is a linear operation which can be described as a matrix A ∈ Rm×n. Different
scanning angles lead to different forms of linear operators A. The measurements p ∈ Rm can be
expressed as
p = Af + , (1)
where  is an additive noise. The reconstruction process is to reconstruct the CT image f from the
measurements p. As equation (1) is a linear equation, it can be directly solved by ART or SART
algorithm [2, 51]. However, as m can be far smaller than n, equation (1) has far less equations than
unknowns. In order to obtain high-quality solutions, regularization-based models are often used,
which typically take the form as follows:
min
f
1
2
‖p−Af‖22 + λR(f), (2)
where R(f) is the regularization term. Two benchmarking regularization terms are TV regularization
R(f) = ‖∇f‖1 [52] and wavelet regularization R(f) = ‖Wf‖1 [53], where W is the wavelet
transform. Both of these two optimization problems can be solved by ADMM or PDHG.
2.2 Relationship between Measurement Noise and Dose
Noise intensity on measurements heavily relies on the X-ray dose. It is common to assume that the
measurement noise follows a Gaussian distribution[54],  ∼ N (0, σ), and
σ ∝ 1√
nmaxd exp (−P )
, (3)
where d is the X-ray dose used in a measurement, P is the average intensity of measurement, and
nmax is the maximum number of photons the source can generate. We can easily see that if we use
more dose, the noise level becomes smaller.
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2.3 Some Further Discussions
As equation (1) shows, the measurements we obtain from a CT scan depends both on the angle
(which determines A), and the X-ray dose (which determines ). Due to the limitation on X-ray dose
usage, we can only select a limited number of angles and assign each of them limited amount of dose.
Traditional methods simply randomly select the angles and equally distribute the allowed dose on
them. Our goal is to use RL to learn a personalized policy to select the angles and the dose at each
chosen angle for each individual subject.
3 Method
Our goal is to learn a policy that can decide the next measurement angle and its corresponding X-ray
dose based on the measurements that we have already obtained in the scanning process. We now
present how the scanning process can be formulated as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) and solved
by reinforcement learning algorithms. We choose the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) method as
our RL algorithm [55].
3.1 A Brief Review on MDP and PPO
MDP is a tuple (S,A, γ,P, r) that consists of the state space S , the action spaceA, the discount factor
γ, the transition probability of the environment P : S×A×S → [0, 1] and the reward r : S×A → R.
A policy pi in RL is a probability distribution on the action A over S: pi : S ×A → [0, 1]. Given an
MDP, our goal is to find a policy pi that maximizes the discounted accumulated rewards in this MDP:
max
pi
η(pi) = Eat∼pi(·|st),st+1∼P(·|st,at)[
∞∑
t=0
γtr(st, at)]. (4)
Many effective RL algorithms have been developed to find the optimal policy pi. In this paper, we use
the PPO algorithm. We now briefly review how it works. Given a parameterized policy piθ, its value
function, Q function and advantage function are defined as V pi(s) = Epiθ [
∑∞
t=0 γ
tr(st, at)|s0 = s],
Qpi(s, a) = Epiθ [
∑∞
t=0 γ
tr(st, at)|s0 = s, a0 = a], and Api(s, a) = Qpi(s, a)− V pi(s), respectively.
Given an old policy piθold , let bθ(s, a) =
piθ(a|s)
piθold (a|s)
, PPO optimizes piθ w.r.t. the following surrogate
objective using gradient descent:
JPPO(θ) = Es,a∼piθold min(bθ(s, a)A
piθold (s, a), clip(bθ(s, a), 1− ε, 1 + ε)Apiθold (s, a)), (5)
where clip(x, a, b) = max(min(x, b), a).
3.2 MDP Formulation of Personalized Scanning
The CT scanning process is naturally a sequential decision process, where at each time step we need
to decide on the measurement angle and the corresponding X-ray dose. Given an Image I and the
number of all possible angles N (e.g., N = 180 if we can choose all the integer angles from 0°to
179°), we now elaborate how the CT scanning process on I can be formulated as an MDP:
1) The state is a sequence ~st = (s1, s2, ..., st), where st = (pt, dact , drestt ). pt is the collected
measurement at time step t. dact records the used dose distribution up to time step t. It is an
N dimensional vector, and the value at each entry represents the used X-ray dose at that
corresponding angle. The drestt is a scalar that represents the amount of the remaining dose
that we can use. Because the reconstructed image at time step t relies on all previously
collected measurements, we include all of them in the state.
2) The action is at = (aanglet , adoset ). a
angle
t is the angle we choose at time step t, and it is a
one-hot vector of dimension N . adoset ∈ [0, 1] is the fraction of dose that we apply at the
corresponding angle. If at a certain time t, the total used dose exceeds the total allowed dose,
we clip the exceeding dose and terminate the MDP.
3) The reward is computed as r(st, at) = PSNR(It, I) − PSNR(It−1, I), where I is the
groundtruth image, and PSNR(Iˆ , I) represents the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
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value of the reconstructed image Iˆ . We use the increment of PSNR to evaluate how much
benefit the new chosen angle/dose brings. The reconstructed image It can be obtained from
any reconstruction algorithm such as SART, TV-based model, wavelet models, and etc. In
this paper, we choose SART as the image reconstruction algorithm for fast computation
of reward during training. One may use more refined image reconstruction algorithms.
However, this will also significantly increase the training time, and may make it harder to
find a better scanning policy.
4) The transition model P represents the scanning process of CT. At time step t, given the
state ~st and action at, the next state ~st+1 is simply the concatenation of ~st and st+1 =
(pt+1, d
ac
t+1, d
rest
t+1). We now show how each of the three elements in st+1 can be computed.
1. The new measurement is obtained as pt+1 = ptruet+1 + , where p
true
t+1 is the clean
projected value obtained using the chosen angle aanglet , and  is the measurement noise.
The noise depends on the chosen dose adoset as mentioned in section 2.2:  ∼ N (0, σ),
σ ∝ 1√
nmaxadoset exp (−P )
, where P is the average of ptruet+1.
2. The new dose distribution is obtained by adding the new decision: dact+1 = d
ac
t +1aanglet
·
adoset , where 1aanglet is the one-hot vector of the chosen angle a
angle
t .
3. The rest amount of dose is easily computed by subtracting the used dose: drestt+1 =
drestt − adoset .
The MDP terminates once the dose is used up.
As we choose the increment in PSNR as the reward, the total sum of reward (when there is no
discounting, as in our experiments) is the PSNR value of the final reconstructed image. Therefore, if
we find the optimal policy to this MDP, it will also have the best reconstruction result for the image.
3.3 Policy Network Architecture
Because we include all the previous measurements in the state, the dimension of the state vector
increases as we take more measurements. To handle the varying dimensionality of the state vector,
we represent the policy network as a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), so all the information from
the past measurements can be encoded in the hidden state of the RNN. Specifically, we use the Gated
Recurrent Unit (GRU). Besides, the policy network needs to output two different actions: the discrete
action for choosing the angle aanglet , and the continuous action for choosing the dose a
dose
t . To handle
this, we design a special architecture for the policy network, as shown in Figure 1. We use separate
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) after the RNN hidden states for these two actions. aanglet is a probability
vector of length N , where the value at each entry represents the probability of choosing that angle.
We use Softmax after the final linear layer to obtain the probability vector. We also introduce a mask
to remove the previously chosen angles. For the dose usage adoset , we assume a
dose
t ∼ N (µdose, σdose),
with the mean and std both learned by a MLP. It is natural to determine the amount of dose after the
angle is chosen, i.e., piθ(a|~s) = piθ(adose, aangle|~s) = piθ(aangle|~s)piθ(adose|~s, aangle), so we concatenate
the one-hot vector of the chosen angle as part of the input for the dose MLP.
4 Experiments
4.1 Experiment Setup
We train the RL policy on 250 CT images of size 512× 512 from the AAPM dataset of the "2016
NIH-AAPM-Mayo Clinic Low Dose CT Grand Challenge". During training, we use SART as the
reconstruction algorithm for computing the reward. The possible angles are all integers in [0°,180°).
We use Adam [56] to optimize both the policy network and the value network, with a learning rate of
0.0004, and β1, β2 = (0.5, 0.999). More detailed hyperparameters for PPO and network architecture
can be found in the code which will be released upon acceptance of this paper.
After training, we test the learned RL policy on another 350 CT images from the AAPM dataset.
We compare the following three scanning strategies: (1) RD-ED, which selects angles randomly
and distributes the doze equally on them; (2) DS-ED, which selects angle by a dynamic sample
strategy from [42] , while distributes the doze equally on them; (3) RL-AD: which uses the learned
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Figure 1: Policy network architecture. Here, each MLP contains two hidden layers with 256 neurons.
We use a multi-layer GRU which contains 3 recurrent layers and each layer has 256 neurons. The
Angle MLP has one hidden layer of 256 neurons, and the Dose MLP has 2 hidden layers with 256
neurons.
Model Inference (s) SART WF TV PD-netPSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM
RL-AD 2.50(0.05) 29.22(0.43) 0.683(0.026) 29.77(0.47) 0.723(0.030) 29.52(0.45) 0.702(0.029) 31.12(0.56) 0.800(0.036)
DS-ED 1223.27(279) 28.07(0.45) 0.657(0.027) 28.69(0.48) 0.706(0.033) 28.35(0.46) 0.678(0.030) 30.10(0.60) 0.794(0.027)
RD-ED 2.26(0.04) 27.86(0.47) 0.651(0.026) 28.44(0.48) 0.698(0.031) 28.17(0.46) 0.673(0.030) 29.99(0.69) 0.789(0.028)
Table 1: First column presents the mean (std) of inference time for each CT image by the compared
three methods among all 350 testing CT images. The rest shows the mean (std) of the PSNR and
SSIM of the reconstructed images using different reconstruction algorithms.
personalized policy for both angle selection and dose allocation at each chosen angle. To shorten the
inference time for DS-ED, we first use uniform samples with 10°spacing and then use information
gain to decide the rest of the angles. During testing, we use four different reconstruction algorithms:
SART, TV regularization (TV) [11, 57], wavelet frame (WF) regularization [58, 7], and the recently
proposed deep learning method PD-net [59]. The evaluation metric is PSNR and the structure
similarity metric (SSIM) of the reconstructed images.
A difficulty in conducting a fair comparison of RD-ED with DS-ED and RL-AD is that the number
of selected angles of DS-ED and RL-AD can be different for different subjects (see Figure 3). In
our experiments below, we choose the number of measurement angles for RD-ED to be 53, which is
the mean number of measurement angles selected by RL-AD over all the 350 test images. Thus, the
dose on each measurement angle of RD-ED is 1/53. We also note that the deep reconstruction model
PD-net is trained from scratch on the 250 images in the training set using 53 angles and parallel
beams geometry.
4.2 Results
Table 1 presents the mean and standard deviation of the PSNR and SSIM values of the reconstructed
images of all compared scanning strategies and reconstruction algorithms. As one can see that
the proposed scanning strategy RL-AD significantly outperforms dynamic sampling (DS-ED) and
random scanning (RD-ED), while DS-ED outperforms RD-ED. Furthermore, we present the inference
time for each of the compared scanning strategy. The inference time includes the time to compute
measurements. Since DS-ED needs to frequently reconstruct CT image during the decision on
measurement angles, it is significantly slower than RL-AD and RD-ED.
We also note that the RL-policy is trained only using the SART for computing the reward function,
whereas the learned policy can generalize well to three other reconstruction algorithms, i.e., the
TV regularization, the wavelet frame regularization and the deep learning model PD-net, where it
still brings a notable improvement upon the dynamic sampling and random scanning baseline in
reconstruction quality.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: Two examples of the reconstructed images. The top row contains the ground truth images
and their zoom-in views. The second through the fourth row contain results from RD-ED, DS-ED
and RL-AD respectively, and combined with PD-net’s reconstruction. Note that RL-AD selects 64
measurement angles for the subject in (a) and 45 measurement angles for the subject in (b), and with
adaptive dose.
In Figure 2, we further show two examples of the reconstructed images using the random scanning
strategy (RD-ED), the dynamic sampling strategy (DS-ED) and the learned personalized policy
(RL-AD), reconstructed using the deep learning model PD-net. We can see that the reconstructions
using the RL policy are of higher qualities than those using random and dynamic sampling strategy,
especially from the zoom-in views of the figures.
We plot the distribution of number of measurements taken by the learned personalized policy (RL-AD)
in Figure 3 (a). The result demonstrates that for different subjects, the learned RL policy selects
different number of angles and dose allocations. In Figure 3 (b), (c) and (d), we take 8 images on
which the learned RL policy selects 45, 54 and 64 angles respectively and plot the distributions of
the dose usage of these images. It can be seen that images using the same number of measurement
angles have very similar dose allocations, and images that have more measurement angles use less
dose at each angle. In Figure 4, we show 3 example images where the RL policy selects 45, 54 and
63 measurement angles respectively. We can see that images upon which the RL policy selects more
measurement angles have more structures in the image, and thus more information/measurements
need to be collected to obtain a high-quality reconstruction. In Figure 5, we present the selected
angles and part of the dose allocation on the subjects shown in Figure 4.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed to use reinforcement learning to learn a personalized CT scanning strategy
for measurement angle selection and dose allocation. We formulated the CT scanning process as a
Markov Decision Process, and used the PPO algorithm to solve it. After training on 250 real 2D
CT images, we validated the learned personalized scanning policy on another 350 CT images. Our
validation showed that the personalized scanning policy lead to better overall reconstruction results in
terms of PSNR values, and generalized well to be combined with different reconstruction algorithms.
We also demonstrated that the personalized policy can indeed adjust its angle selection and dose
allocations adaptive to different subjects. One drawback of the proposed method is the long training
7
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3: (a) Distribution of number of measurements of the learned policy (RL-AD) on all the 350
testing CT images. (b) Dose usage distribution of 8 images that use around 45 measurements. (c)
Dose usage distribution of 8 images that use around 54 measurements. (d) Dose usage distribution of
8 images that use around 64 measurements.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4: (a): an example image that takes 45 measurements. (b): an example image that takes 54
measurements. (c): an example image that takes 64 measurements. We can see that the images for
which RL selects more measurement angles contains more structures.
(a) (b) (c)
(e) (f) (g)
Figure 5: The angle selection and part of the dose allocations of the CT image in Figure 4.
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time (approximately 24 hours) even for 2D images, because RL algorithms usually need lots of
simulation samples to converge, and to compute the reward in our formulated MDP requires running
a reconstruction algorithm at each time step. This might prohibits the application of our method to
3D cases.
6 Broader Impact
As shown by our experiments, the learned personalized scanning strategy significantly improves the
reconstruction quality. We hope our work can draw more attention on how to design more efficient
and effective CT scanning strategies using latest tools developed in machine learning. Our method
may also be generalized to other imaging modality such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI),
where a smart scanning strategy may significantly reducing acquisition time which has been one of
the major challenge for MRI. There are also some potential issues of our proposed method: 1) The
training algorithm of the proposed framework can be difficult to tune; 2) The design of the MDP
greatly affects the final performance and it is currently way under-explored; 3) In our training, we
adopt an idealize assumption that the linear operator A and the noise  is a close approximation to
the real physics of the imaging system, which make cause problem when deploying the trained RL
policy to real imaging systems.
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